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Abstract
The long standing Cycle Double Cover Conjecture states that every bridgeless graph can be covered by a family of cycles such
that every edge is covered exactly twice. Intimately related is the problem of finding, in an eulerian graph, a circuit decomposition
compatible with a given transition system (transition systems are also known as decompositions into closed paths). One approach
that seems promising consists in finding a black anticlique in the corresponding Sabidussi orbit of bicolored circle graphs.
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1. Introduction
This article discusses problems that seem to be foreign to each other yet prove to be intimately linked. Much effort
has been spent on the Cycle Double Cover Conjecture; understandably so, given its many implications (see the surveys
by Jackson [20] and Jaeger [21]). Notable partial results are that it holds for planar graphs (see for example [14]) and
for the superset consisting of graphs with no K5-minor [12]. On another front, we have seen a recent regain of interest
in local complementation with the works by Oum [28] on the rank-width of graphs, and the interlace polynomial,
studied in depth by Arratia et al. [2,3], Bolloba´s [4], Ellis-Monaghan [9–11] and Aigner et al. [1] after the pioneering
works by Martin [27] and Las Vergnas [25,24].
As reported by Bouchet (for example in [7]), Kotzig demonstrated how κ-transformations of eulerian trails in
4-regular graphs are essentially the same as local complementations in related circle graphs. Circle graphs can be
represented by chord diagrams where the chords inside a circle are the vertices and two chords are adjacent if they
cross. Kotzig’s key discovery about eulerian trails in a 4-regular graphs is the following: a trail can be unfolded
into the shape of a circle after splitting each vertex in the natural manner and the result can be interpreted as a chord
diagram once chords are drawn between each pair of vertices resulting from a splitted vertex. Transforming an eulerian
trail into another eulerian trail by rerouting the transitions at a given vertex v (a κ-transformation) is equivalent to
making a local complementation in the corresponding circle graph, effectively replacing the (induced) subgraph on
the neighborhood of v by its complement. In a similar way, Sabidussi [29] made the connection between eulerian
graphs with one specified eulerian tour and what this author calls Sabidussi orbits of graphs: graphs equipped with
bicolorings that are consistently modified under certain rules with local complementation.
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A tour is a closed walk with no repeated edges; examples of tours are circuits (2-regular connected graphs) and
eulerian trails (hence also called eulerian tours). Two consecutive edges in a tour form a transition and tours are
compatible if they share no transition. Settling a question raised by Nash–Williams, Kotzig [23] showed that for every
tour decomposition of a connected 4-regular graph without loops there exists a compatible eulerian tour. In [19],
Jackson characterized the graphs having three pairwise compatible eulerian tours. A natural question arises: when
can we find a circuit decomposition compatible with a given tour decomposition? A trivial necessary condition is that
the tour decomposition must not contain transitions of the form {uv, vw} where v is of degree two within the block
(maximal 2-connected subgraph) containing uv and vw, because any circuit decomposition of the graph must contain
these transitions. A tour decomposition satisfying this condition is often said to be admissible. Most admissible tour
decompositions admit compatible circuit decompositions; a notable exception is the decomposition of K5 into two
5-circuits. Sabidussi [29] conjectures that if the tour decomposition is an eulerian trail and there are no vertices of
degree 2 (in which case it is necessarily admissible), there always exists a compatible circuit decomposition. It is
sufficient to prove Sabidussi’s conjecture for graphs having only vertices of degree 4 and 6 [13,29] and it is known to
be true for graphs having vertices of degree 4 and at most 1 vertex of degree 6 [13]. A helpful reference for transition
systems with a treatment of Sabidussi’s Compatibility Conjecture is [14].
This article shows that the problem of finding in eulerian graphs circuit decompositions compatible with a given
tour decomposition is equivalent to the problem of finding black anticliques in the corresponding Sabidussi orbits of
bicolored circle graphs. In Section 2, we introduce a conjecture involving orbits of bicolored graphs that is shown to
imply Sabidussi’s Compatibility Conjecture in Section 6. This conjecture, named tentatively the Pure Prime Circle
Orbit Conjecture also implies the Cycle Double Cover Conjecture, an implication whose proof is omitted as the
equivalent Conjecture 4 is shown to do so in a related paper [16]. Two other proofs are omitted: the proofs of
Lemma 15 and Theorem 20 are non-trivial and would warrant a separate treatment (found in [17]), however they
follow immediately from Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 4.1 of [16].
Where our basic definitions differ from Bondy and Murty [5], we follow the common usage in eulerian graph
theory of calling a graph or subgraph with only even-valent vertices a cycle. Graphs are used here in two very
different contexts. While all graphs considered are undirected and finite, in Section 2 we deal with colored simple
graphs (no loops, no multiple edges) together with operations that modify graphs locally: this is the world of local
complementation and of pure Sabidussi orbits. In Section 3, we look at eulerian graphs which can have loops and
multiples edges: this is the world of transition systems and of compatible tour decompositions. For convenience, the
precise definitions are introduced in the corresponding sections.
Our arguments are admittedly technical but the tools and results presented here will hopefully advance towards the
Cycle Double Cover Conjecture. An in-depth study of local complementation including an exploration of its relation
to the interlace polynomial has been prepared by the author [18] and should prove helpful as well. This author believes
that working towards a characterization of pure graphs, as defined in Section 2, is a promising area of research and
the fact that it would settle the Cycle Double Cover Conjecture in the process should inspire confidence that it is a
worthwhile endeavor.
2. The local complementation universe
In this section, all graphs are simple. We give the minimal definitions needed in order to state the main conjecture.
2.1. Circle graphs, prime graphs, bicolored graphs
A simple graph is a circle graph if it admits a circle representation, i.e. a circle with chords where the chords
are the vertices and two chords intersect if and only if the vertices are adjacent (see Fig. 1). A circle representation
is considered unique up to rotation and/or reversal of the circle. Note that going around the circle spells out a word
where each vertex appears exactly twice. Since two chords cross if and only if their end-points alternate in that double-
occurrence word, circle graphs are also called alternance graphs or interlacement graphs.
A simple graph is prime if it is connected and has no split, a split being a partition of its vertices into sets A and B
each containing at least 2 vertices and with every possible edge between NA(B) and NB(A) (see Fig. 2). (Equivalently,
the partition A ∪ B is a split if |A|, |B| ≥ 2 and the edge-cut between A and B induces a complete bipartite graph
with parts A′ ⊂ A and B ′ ⊂ B.)
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Fig. 1. A circle graph and its circle representation.
Fig. 2. A bicolored graph with a split A ∪ B (therefore not prime).
A bicolored graph G = (V, E, c) is a simple graph (V, E) with a 2-coloring c : V 7→ {0, 1} of its vertices. Colors
0 and 1 are referred to as white and black, respectively.
A bicolored graph is a circle bicolored graph or a prime bicolored graph according to the nature of its underlying
simple graph.
2.2. Local complementation and orbits
Given A, B ⊂ V , let
A × B = {[u, v]|u 6= v, u ∈ A, v ∈ B} and A2 = A × A.
Given A, B ⊂ V or A, B ⊂ E , let
A + B = (A \ B) ∪ (B \ A) (the symmetric difference).
Definition 1. Given a bicolored graph G = (V, E, c) and vertices u, v ∈ V , we denote the local complement of G
with respect to {u, v} by G[uv] and when u = v we also use the notation Gu. Let
A = N (u) \ N (v)+ {v}, B = N (u) ∩ N (v), C = N (v) \ N (u)+ {u}.
G[uv] = G(V, E ′, c′) is defined in the following way:
• If u = v is white, then
E ′ = E + N (u)2 and c′(w) =
{
1− c(w) if w ∈ N (u)
c(w) otherwise.
• If u 6= v are black and [u, v] ∈ E , then
E ′ = E + {u, v} × (A ∪ C)+ A × B + B × C + A × C and c′ = c.
• In all remaining cases,
G[uv] = G.
The non-trivial local complementations are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. A dotted line between two sets of vertices
indicates that edges between the sets have been “toggled” in the sense that the existing edges were removed and the
missing edges were added.
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Fig. 3. A complementation at white u = v.
Fig. 4. A complementation at adjacent black u, v.
Sequences of local complementations are easily seen to have a group action on the set of bicolored graphs and the
orbits induced by this action are called Sabidussi orbits (see [18]). For the sake of completeness, let V ∗p be the set
of finite words on unordered pairs of vertices, including the empty word, and let the local complementation of the
bicolored graph G = (V, E, c) with respect to s = p1 . . . pr ∈ V ∗p be Gs = ((Gp1) . . .)pr . Then the Sabidussi orbit
of G is GV ∗p = {Gs|s ∈ V ∗p }.
The following properties are invariant under local complementation: being connected, being prime (local
complementation preserves splits) and being a circle graph (see Bouchet [6] or Section 4.1). Thus orbits are said to be
connected, prime or circle orbits when appropriate. The order of an orbit is the order common to all its members.
2.3. Black anticliques and pure orbits
An anticlique is a stable vertex set (no two vertices are adjacent) maximal under inclusion. An anticlique of a
bicolored graph G is black if it contains no white vertex. A Sabidussi orbit is pure if none of its bicolored graphs
contains a black anticlique.
Two bicolored graphs play a special role when dealing with pure orbits, they are the isolated vertex colored white
and the circuit of length 5 with only white vertices. They are called respectively the white isolated vertex and the white
pentagon. The orbit of the white isolated vertex is trivially pure. It is easy to see that any member of the orbit of the
white pentagon must be isomorphic to one the bicolored graphs of Fig. 5, hence the orbit of the white pentagon is
pure.
Fig. 5. Up to isomorphism of bicolored graphs, the orbit of the white C5.
2.4. The pure prime circle orbit conjecture
We are now able to state the main conjecture.
Conjecture 2. The only Sabidussi orbits that are pure, prime and circle orbits are the orbit of the white isolated vertex
and the orbit of the white pentagon.
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Fig. 6. The bad double loop and the bad K5.
3. The compatibility universe
3.1. Introduction
Let Γ = (V, E) be an eulerian graph. A tour of Γ is a closed walk in Γ which does not repeat edges. A tour
decomposition of Γ is a set of tours whose edge-sets partition E . For e = uv ∈ E(Γ ), we consider e to be made of
two half-edges eu incident with u and ev incident with v. (We distinguish between the two half-edges of a loop.) For
v ∈ V , let Ev denote the set of half-edges of Γ incident with vertex v. A partial transition system for Γ is a function
T defined on V such that T (v) is either the empty set or else is a partition of Ev into subsets of size two, for each
v ∈ V . We refer to the vertices of V − T−1(∅) as the transition vertices of (Γ , T ). When v is a transition vertex of
Γ , we refer to the elements of T (v) as the (forbidden) transitions at v. We shall say that two partial transition systems
for Γ , T1 and T2 are compatible (or disjoint) if for each vertex v of Γ , T1(v) ∩ T2(v) = ∅. Alternatively, we say that
T2 is T1-compatible.
A partial transition system for Γ in which each vertex is a transition vertex is said to be a transition system for
Γ . There is a natural bijection f between transition systems for Γ and tour decompositions for Γ : {ev, fv} ∈ T (v)
if and only if ev and fv are consecutive at v in some tour of f (T ). We use this bijection to extend the concept of
compatibility to tour decompositions: a tour decomposition X of Γ is compatible with a partial transition system T
(or another tour decomposition Y ) if and only if f −1(X) and T (or f −1(X) and f −1(Y )) are compatible. Given a tour
decomposition X of G, we refer to the transitions of f −1(X) as transitions of X . We define X (v) = ( f −1(X))(v).
For a tour Y ∈ X , Y (v) is the appropriate subset of X (v).
Problem 3 (Compatibility Problem). Given a partial transition system T for an eulerian graph Γ , determine whether
Γ has a T -compatible circuit decomposition.
If Γ contains a transition vertex v of degree 2 then it is easy to see that the answer to the Compatibility Problem is
negative. Other than that, two eulerian graphs with partial transition systems for which there is no compatible circuit
decomposition are the bad double loop and the bad K5 (see Fig. 6).
We say that an edge-cut of a graph Γ is trivial if it consists of all the edges incident with v for some vertex
v ∈ V (Γ ). We say that a graph is essentially 6-edge-connected if it is connected and all edge-cuts of size < 6
are trivial. Note that the bad double loop and the bad K5 are essentially 6-edge-connected. In the next sections, the
following statement (taken from [16, Conjecture 2.4]) is shown to be equivalent to Conjecture 2.
Conjecture 4. Let Γ be an essentially 6-edge-connected 4-regular graph and T be a transition system for Γ . Then Γ
has no T -compatible circuit decomposition if and only if (Γ , T ) is the bad double loop or the bad K5.
3.2. T -compatible eulerian tours in 4-regular graphs
Given an eulerian tour X of a 4-regular graph Γ and a vertex v ∈ V (Γ ), it is a known fact that of the two other
tour decompositions Y and Z of Γ with X (u) = Y (u) = Z(u) for u 6= v, one is an eulerian tour and the other is a
decomposition of Γ into two tours (see Fig. 7). Replacing X with the unique eulerian tour Xv such that Xv(u) = X (u)
for u 6= v is called the κ-transformation of X at v. Kotzig [22] showed that any two eulerian tours of Γ can be obtained
from one another by a sequence of κ-transformations.
Let T be a partial transition system for an eulerian 4-regular graph Γ . Fleischner et al. [15] introduced
transformation operations for eulerian tours such that all T -compatible eulerian tours of Γ are obtainable from one
another by sequences of said transformations. We present these operations in a slightly modified form.
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Fig. 7. Here X, Y are eulerian tours and Z consists of two tours.
We define a partial vertex 2-coloring of Γ for each T -compatible eulerian tour X of Γ in the following way. Let
t = {ev, e′v} ∈ T (v) for some transition vertex v. For a given (eulerian) orientation of X , let v be colored white if
the half-edges ev, e′v are of opposite orientations with respect to v (one is oriented towards v, the other away from v).
Otherwise, color v black. This is well defined because the coloring is independent of the chosen orientation of X and
of the choice of t . Accordingly, we say that v is black or white for X . Vertices which are not transition vertices do not
receive a color. Note that a transition vertex v is white if the κ-transformation at v results in a T -compatible eulerian
tour and is black if the resulting eulerian tour is not T -compatible.
Consider a transition vertex v ∈ V (Γ ) with Ev = {a, b, c, d} and with forbidden transitions T (v) = {{a, d},
{b, c}}. Without loss of generality, the transitions of the T -compatible eulerian tour X at v are X (v) = {{a, b}, {c, d}}.
If v is white for X , then the T -compatible tour decomposition Y with transitions Y (v) = {{a, c}, {b, d}} and
Y (w) = X (w) forw 6= v is also an eulerian tour, as noted above. To keep terminology homogeneous, we call replacing
X by Y the white-transformation of X at v. If v is black, then Y defined as before is a decomposition of Γ into two
edge-disjoint tours. Suppose that u is another black vertex for X which alternates with v in X . Let Eu = {a′, b′, c′, d ′}
and T (u) = {{a′, d ′}, {b′, c′}}. Since u and v alternate, u is on both tours of Y , say a′, b′ are in one tour of Y and
c′, d ′ in the other. Therefore, the T -compatible tour decomposition Z with transitions Z(u) = {{a′, c′}, {b′, d ′}} and
Z(w) = Y (w) for w 6= u is an eulerian tour. Replacing X by Z is called the black-transformation of X at the pair
{u, v}.
Definition 5. Let Γ be a 4-regular eulerian graph and T a partial transition system for Γ . Let X and Y be two T -
compatible eulerian tours of Γ . We say that X and Y are κT -equivalent if there exist T -compatible eulerian tours
X0, . . . , Xn such that X0 = X , Xn = Y and X i is obtained from X i−1 in one of three ways: by a white-transformation
at some vertex which is white for X i−1, by a black-transformation at a pair of black vertices for X i−1 alternating in
X i−1 or by a κ-transformation at a vertex which is not a transition vertex, for i = 1, . . . , n.
Theorem 6. Let Γ be a 4-regular eulerian graph and T a partial transition system for Γ . Then any two T -compatible
eulerian tours are κT -equivalent.
Proof. The case where Γ admits exactly one T -compatible eulerian tour is trivial. Suppose that X and Y are two
T -compatible eulerian tours of Γ which are not κT -equivalent. Letting T (Z) be the set of transitions of the tour
decomposition Z , we choose X and Y so that |T (X) ∩ T (Y )| is as large as possible (we call this the maximality
condition). Hence, there exists v ∈ V (Γ ) with X (v) 6= Y (v). We show that every such v must be a transition vertex.
Suppose that T (v) = ∅. Then the κ-transformations of X and Y at v produce T -compatible eulerian tours Xv and Yv ,
respectively. By the pigeonhole principle, there exist X ′ ∈ {X, Xv} and Y ′ ∈ {Y, Yv} such that X ′(v) = Y ′(v). Since
X ′ and Y ′ are not κT -equivalent (or else X and Y would be), this contradicts the maximality condition. We distinguish
two cases.
Case 1: v is white for at least one of X or Y .
Say v is white for X . Then the white-transformation of X at v yields the T -compatible eulerian tour X ′ with
X ′(v) = Y (v). X ′ and Y are not κT -equivalent, which contradicts the maximality condition.
Case 2: v is black for X and for Y .
Consider the T -compatible tour decomposition X ′ obtained from X by setting X ′(v) = Y (v) and X ′(w) = X (w)
for w 6= v. Since v is black, X ′ is a decomposition of Γ into two tours S1 and S2. We show that there exists a
vertex u 6= v on both S1 and S2 for which X ′(u) 6= Y (u). Suppose, by way of contradiction, that Ew ⊂ E(S1) or
Ew ⊂ E(S2) for eachw such that X ′(w) 6= Y (w). Since X ′ has no transition with half-edges in both S1 and S2, neither
has Y , contradicting the fact that Y is an eulerian tour. If u is white for either X or Y , we can apply Case 1. Hence,
we can suppose that u is black for both X and Y . Since u is on both S1 and S2, u alternates with v in X . Consider the
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Fig. 8. Playing at v coincides with the “flipping” of an arc.
T -compatible eulerian tour Z obtained from X by a black-transformation at {u, v}. Z is not κT -equivalent to Y yet
has 4 more transitions in common with Y than X , which contradicts the maximality condition. 
4. Putting it all together
In order to state the canonical bijection between transition systems of connected 4-regular and Sabidussi orbits of
bicolored circle graphs, we first revisit the circle representations of bicolored graphs.
4.1. Circle representations
By convention, given a bicolored circle graph G with C ′ being a circle representation of the underlying uncolored
graph G ′, we encode the 2-coloring and get a circle representation C of G by replacing each chord v of C ′ by a
pair of parallel chords, if v is white, and by a pair of crossing chords, if v is black. As a natural extension, if s′ is
a double-occurrence word representing G ′, construct the double-occurrence word s by doing the following for each
vertex v: replace the first instance of v in s′ by vv′ and the second instance of v by vv′ if v is black and by v′v if
v is white. Then s represents G in the obvious way. Clearly, any cyclic permutation of s or s−1 (obtained from s by
reversing the order of the letters of s) determines the same bicolored circle graph.
Let G be a bicolored circle graph represented by the double-occurrence word s. Consider a local complementation
at a white vertex v. Without loss of generality, s is of the formw = vv′s1v′vs2. Then the word vv′s−11 v′vs2 determines
a circle representation of some new bicolored graph. This is illustrated in Fig. 8, where the complementation at v
transforms the word
vv′(ww′ww′uu′xx ′)v′vyy′xx ′y′yu′u into the word vv′(x ′xu′uw′ww′w)v′vyy′xx ′y′yu′u.
It is easy to check that in all situations alternance and color in the resulting representation coincides with the adjacency
relation and the coloring of Gv.
Now consider a local complementation at a pair of adjacent black vertices u, v. Without loss of generality, s is of
the form w = uu′s1vv′s2uu′s3vv′s4. Then the word uu′s3vv′s2uu′s1vv′s4 determines a circle representation of some
new bicolored graph. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 where the complementation transforms the word
uu′()vv′ww′zz′uu′(xx ′w′wyy′)vv′z′zx ′xy′y into uu′(xx ′w′wyy′)vv′ww′zz′uu′()vv′z′zx ′xy′y.
We leave it to the reader to check that the resulting graph is always G[uv].
Other than proving that local complementation preserves the property of being a circle graph, this shows that
choosing a circle representation C(G) for one bicolored graph G is sufficient to determine uniquely a circle
representation for each graph in its complementation orbit. As a side note, a circle graph of order n ≥ 5 admits a
unique circle representation if and only if it is prime (Courcelle [8]) and counting the number of circle representations
of a circle graph essentially reduces to the problem of finding the split decomposition of each connected component,
which can be done in O(n2) time (Ma et al. [26]).
Definition 7. A function C that associates in this way a unique circle representation for each bicolored graph in the
Sabidussi orbit O of a bicolored graph G is called a circle representation of O .
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Fig. 9. Playing at {u, v} coincides with the exchange of opposite arcs.
4.2. The canonical transformation
We show that there is a natural bijection g between pairs (Γ , T ) where T is a transition system for an eulerian
4-regular graph Γ and pairs (O,C) where C is a circle representation of a Sabidussi orbit O .
Let X be a T -compatible eulerian tour of Γ . This was shown to always exists by Kotzig (see [23]). Let s be the
double-occurrence word consisting of the successive transitions traversed by X . For each v ∈ V (Γ ), the transitions
t, t ′ ∈ T (v) always appear in immediate succession in s (since X is T -compatible). Hence, s determines a bicolored
circle graph G with vertex set V (G) = V (Γ ) and for which each vertex v is white if and only if v is white for X . We
denote this bicolored graph by g(Γ , T, X). The following lemmas follow from the discussion in Section 4.1.
Lemma 8. Let Γ be an eulerian 4-regular graph and T a transition system for Γ . Let X and Y be T -compatible
eulerian tours of Γ with Y obtained from X by a white-transformation at a vertex v. Then g(Γ , T, Y ) = g(Γ , T, X)v.
Lemma 9. Let Γ be an eulerian 4-regular graph and T a transition system for Γ . Let X and Y be T -compatible
eulerian tours of Γ with Y obtained from X by a black-transformation at a pair {u, v}. Then g(Γ , T, Y ) =
g(Γ , T, X)[uv].
Theorem 10. Let Γ be an eulerian 4-regular graph and T a transition system for Γ . Then the set of bicolored graphs
{ g(Γ , T, X)|X is a T -compatible eulerian tour} is a Sabidussi orbit.
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemmas 8 and 9 and Theorem 6. 
We define g(Γ , T ) as follows. Let X be a T -compatible eulerian tour of Γ and consider the bicolored circle graph
G = g(Γ , T, X) together with the circle representation C(X) determined by X . We let g(Γ , T ) = (O,C) where O
is the complementation orbit of G and C is the circle representation of O extended from C(X) (see Definition 7).
In practice, distinguishing between the circle representations of an orbit is unimportant. We introduced the concept
simply to stress the fact that g is essentially a bijection between transition systems of 4-regular eulerian graphs and
circle Sabidussi orbits: g is a bijection up to the choice of a circle representation for the orbit. From now on g(Γ , T )
will refer to the corresponding orbit.
Lemma 11. Let Γ be an eulerian 4-regular graph and T a transition system for Γ . Let O = g(Γ , T ). Then Γ is
essentially 6-edge-connected if and only if O is prime. Furthermore, O is disconnected if and only if Γ has a 2-edge-
cut.
Proof. Let X be a T -compatible eulerian tour of Γ and G = g(Γ , T, X).
We first suppose that Γ is not essentially 6-edge-connected and show that G is either disconnected or has a split.
Let A be a minimal non-trivial edge-cut of Γ of size less than 6 (|A| = 2 or 4). Let V1 and V2 be the vertex subsets of
Γ which are separated by A.
Case 1: |A| = 2.
Removing the edges of A separates X into two connected subtrails X ′ and X ′′ with V (X ′) = V1 and V (X ′′) = V2.
Hence, without loss of generality, the double-occurrence word s consisting of the successive vertices traversed by X
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is of the form s1s2 with V (s1) = V1 and V (s2) = V2. Therefore no vertex of V1 alternates in s with a vertex of V2 and
G is disconnected.
Case 2: |A| = 4.
Removing the edges of A separates X into four connected subtrails. Hence, we can suppose that X is of the form
s1e1s2e2s3e3s4e4 with A = {e1, e2, e3, e4}, V (s1) ∪ V (s3) = V1 and V (s2) ∪ V (s4) = V2. Given u ∈ V1 and v ∈ V2
that alternate in X , we must have u ∈ V (s1)∩V (s3) and v ∈ V (s2)∩V (s4). Therefore, letting V ′1 = NG(V2)∩V1 and
V ′2 = NG(V2) ∩ V2, each u ∈ V ′1 is adjacent in G to every v ∈ V ′2. Since A is non-trivial, |V1|, |V2| ≥ 2. Therefore{V1, V2} is a split of G.
Conversely, we suppose that G is not prime and show that Γ is not essentially 6-edge-connected.
Case 1: G is disconnected.
The underlying uncolored graph can be represented by a double-occurrence word of the form s′ = s′1s′2 where
V (s′1) is the vertex set of one of the components of G. Thus G itself can be represented by a double-occurrence
word s = s1s2 where s1 consists of transitions at vertices in V1 = V (s1) and s2 consists of transitions at vertices in
V2 = V (Γ ) − V1. s determines a T -compatible eulerian tour of Γ which crosses only once from V1 to V2 and once
from V2 to V1. Hence, Γ has a 2-edge-cut between V1 and V2.
Case 2: G has a split V1 ∪ V2.
In this case, G can be represented by a double-occurrence word of the form s = s1s2s3s4 with s1 and s3 consisting
of transitions at vertices in V1 and s2 and s4 consisting of transitions at vertices in V2. s determines a T -compatible
eulerian tour which crosses exactly twice from V1 to V2 and twice from V2 to V1. Hence Γ has a 4-edge-cut A between
V1 and V2. Since |V1|, |V2| ≥ 2, A is non-trivial. 
Lemma 12. Let Γ be an eulerian 4-regular graph and T a transition system for Γ . Let O = g(Γ , T ). Then Γ admits
no T -compatible circuit decomposition if and only if O is pure.
Proof. We first suppose that Z is a T -compatible circuit decomposition of Γ and show that there exists a T -compatible
eulerian tour X of Γ such that G = g(Γ , T, X) has a black anticlique. Any circuit C ∈ Z determines a T -compatible
tour decomposition (Z − {C}) ∪ {C}. Given Z 6= Z ′ ⊂ Z and a tour Y such that (Z − Z ′) ∪ {Y } is a T -compatible
tour decomposition of Γ , there must be a circuit C ∈ Z − Z ′ with a vertex v in common with Y and we can
find a T -compatible tour decomposition (Z − Z ′ − {C}) ∪ {Y ′} where Y ′ is the unique tour Y ′ such that: (i)
E(Y ′) = E(C) ∪ E(Y ), (ii) for each vertex u 6= v, Y ′(u) = C(u) ∪ Y (u) and (iii) Y ′(v) 6= Y (v) ∪ C(v) and
Y ′(v) 6= T (v). It follows by induction that there exists a set of vertices A ⊂ V (Γ ) such that replacing Z(u) by the
unique pair of transitions at u different from Z(u) and T (u), for each u ∈ A, results in a T -compatible eulerian tour
X . Let Z = {C0, . . . ,Cn} and A = {v1, . . . , vn} with vi on both C0 ∪ · · · ∪Ci−1 and Ci , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Since A links
the circuits of Z into a tree-like structure (there is no circuit of circuits) and every vertex belongs to exactly two C ′i s,
we have that each vertex v 6∈ A must alternate in X with at least one vi ∈ A. It is also easy to see that each vertex in
A is black for X and that no two vertices of A alternate in X . Hence, A corresponds to a black anticlique of G.
Conversely, let G = g(Γ , T, X) have a black anticlique A. Consider the tour decomposition Z obtained by
replacing X (v) by the unique pair of transitions at v different from X (v) and T (v), for each v ∈ A. Each v ∈ A
is black for X , which implies that Z consists of |A| + 1 tours and that each v ∈ A appears in two of these tours.
Furthermore each u 6∈ A alternates with at least one v ∈ A so that u must appear on two distinct tours of Z . Hence, Z
is a T -compatible circuit decomposition. 
Theorem 13. Conjectures 2 and 4 are equivalent.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 11 and 12. 
5. Construction and decomposition of pure orbits
5.1. General orbits
In this section, all orbits are Sabidussi complementation orbits, as defined in Section 2.2. We are considering the
general case but every statement remains true if we replace each instance of “orbit” by “circle orbit”. We present two
constructions of orbits.
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• A 1-sum: O = O1 + O2. Given orbits O1 and O2, O is the orbit of a bicolored graph G chosen as the disjoint
union of bicolored graphs G1 ∈ O1 and G2 ∈ O2. (O is uniquely determined by O1 and O2.)
• A star-product: O = O1 ∗ O2. Choose G1 ∈ O1, G2 ∈ O2, a white v ∈ V (G1) and S ⊂ V (G2). Let G be the
bicolored graph defined by V (G) = (V (G1)− {v}) ∪ V (G2), E(G) = E(G1 − v) ∪ E(G2) ∪ (NG1(v)× S) and
such that the coloring of G agrees with G1 on V (G1) − {v} and with G2 on V (G2). O is the orbit of G. (This
construction is not necessarily unique for given O1, O2.)
Lemma 14. If O1 is pure then for each O = O1 + O2, O is pure.
Proof. Straightforward. 
For the proof of the following lemma, the reader is referred to [17, Theorem 2.5.14] or [16, Lemma 2.2].
Lemma 15. If O1, O2 are pure then any O satisfying O = O1 ∗ O2 is pure.
Definition 16. A family F of orbits is closed if for each orbit O satisfying either
• O = O1 + O2 with at least one of O1, O2 in F , or
• O = O1 ∗ O2 with O1, O2 ∈ F ,
then O ∈ F .
The intersection of closed families is closed, hence given any family F of orbits, we can define the closure F of F
to be the smallest closed family of orbits containing F as a subset.
Definition 17. A pure orbit O is primitive if for any family F of pure orbits, O ∈ F ⇒ O ∈ F .
Conjecture 18. All primitive pure orbits are prime.
5.2. The case of circle pure orbits
Consider F the set consisting of the orbit of the white isolated vertex and the orbit of the white pentagon. Let
R = F (restricted to circle orbits). By Lemmas 14 and 15, R is a family of pure circle orbits. (Fig. 2 shows a graph
in R \ F .)
Conjecture 19. R is the family of pure circle orbits.
Conjecture 19 is in fact equivalent to Conjecture 2 in light of the following theorem.
Theorem 20. A smallest (order) primitive pure circle orbit not inR must be prime.
Owing to the canonical transformation g, it is not surprising that the 1-sum, the star-product and the various results
presented up to now have equivalent counterparts in the compatibility universe. Theorem 20, for example, is implied
by [16, Theorem 4.1], that is why we omit its proof here. Readers interested in a direct proof are referred to [17,
Theorem 2.7.12].
6. Link to other conjectures
We have seen in the last section that Conjecture 2, if true, would complete the characterization of pure circle orbits.
We can also show that it implies the Cycle Double Cover Conjecture and Sabidussi’s Compatibility Conjecture (SCC).
Recall that a bridge of G is an edge such that G − e has more connected components than G. A cycle double cover of
G is a family C of cycles of G (repetitions allowed) such that every edge of G appears in exactly two cycles of C.
Conjecture 21 (CDC). Every bridgeless graph admits a cycle double cover.
Conjecture 22 (SCC). Given an eulerian graph Γ and an eulerian tour X of Γ , let T = f −1(X) be the transition
system corresponding to X. Then Γ admits a T -compatible circuit decomposition.
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Theorem 23. Conjecture 2 implies the Cycle Double Cover Conjecture.
We omit the proof as we have seen that Conjecture 2 is equivalent to Conjecture 4 which is shown to imply the
Cycle Double Cover Conjecture in [16].
Theorem 24. Conjecture 2 implies Sabidussi’s Compatibility Conjecture.
It is known that it suffices to prove the SCC for the class E(4, 6) of eulerian graphs with only 4-valent and 6-valent
vertices (see Fleischner [13] or Sabidussi [29]).
Lemma 25. Let (Γ , T ) be a counter-example to the SCC such that Γ ∈ E(4, 6) and |V (Γ )| is minimal subject to
these conditions. Then Γ is 4-edge-connected.
Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose that A is a 2-edge-cut of Γ . Let V1, V2 be the vertex sets of the connected
components of Γ − A. Let A = {e1 = u1v1, e2 = u2v2} with u1, u2 ∈ V1 and v1, v2 ∈ V2. We replace the edges
e, e′ by two new edges f = u1u2 and f ′ = v1v2 and also the half-edges (ei )ui and (ei )vi by the half-edges fui and
f ′vi , respectively, in any transition of T which contains them, for i ∈ {1, 2}. This gives us two connected components
Γ1 and Γ2 with corresponding transition systems T1 and T2. Clearly, T1 and T2 determine eulerian tours of Γ1 and
Γ2, respectively. By the minimality of |V (Γ )|, Γ1 (respectively Γ2) admits a T1-compatible (T2-compatible) circuit
decomposition Z1 (Z2). A T -compatible circuit decomposition of Γ can be obtained from the union of the circuits of
Z1 and Z2 which do not use f and f ′ together with the remaining edges of Γ (these form a circuit with no forbidden
transitions). This contradicts the fact that (Γ , T ) is a counter-example to the SCC. 
Sketch of proof for Theorem 24. Let (Γ , T ) be a counter-example to the SCC such that Γ ∈ E(4, 6) and |V (Γ )|
is minimal. By the previous lemma, Γ is 4-edge-connected. We create a 4-regular 4-edge-connected graph Γ ′ by
replacing every 6-valent vertex v by a triangle with each vertex of the triangle being connected to one of the pairs
of original neighbors indicated by T (v). Let T ′ consist of the new triangles together with the tour indicated by T . It
can be shown that Γ admits a T -compatible circuit decomposition if and only if Γ ′ admits a T ′-compatible circuit
decomposition. Hence, the orbit g(Γ ′, T ′) is pure and connected but not prime. By Conjecture 2, O = g(Γ ′, T ′)
can be expressed as a star-product of pure circle orbits O = O1 ∗ O2. It can be shown, using the transformation
g, that the star-product O = O1 ∗ O2 implies the existence of a non-trivial 4-edge-cut A = {e1, e2, e3, e4} of
Γ ′ and pairs (Γ ′1, T ′1), (Γ ′2, T ′2) such that Γ ′1 admits no T ′1-compatible circuit decomposition, Γ ′2 admits no T ′2-
compatible circuit decomposition and with (Γ ′1, T ′1) and (Γ ′2, T ′2) being defined in the following way. Let V1, V2
be the vertex subsets of Γ ′ separated by A. Let (Γ ′1, T ′1) be obtained from (Γ ′, T ′) by contracting V2 to a vertex x
with T (x) = {{e1, e2}, {e3, e4}}. Let (Γ ′2, T ′2) be obtained by identifying e1 with e2 and e3 with e4 and removing V1.
It can be shown that the edges in A are original edges of Γ (they are not part of the added triangles). (Hint: use the
minimality of |V (Γ )| and the fact that | f (T )| = 1. Let (Γ1, T1) and (Γ2, T2) be obtained from (Γ ′1, T ′1) and (Γ ′2, T ′2),
respectively, by contracting the added triangles. By the minimality of |V (Γ )|, f (T2) is not an eulerian tour of Γ2.
However, f (T ) is an eulerian tour of Γ . Therefore, f (T1) is an eulerian tour of Γ1, which contradicts the minimality
of |V (Γ )|.
7. Beyond circle orbits
We have seen that there is a canonical transformation g between transition systems of 4-regular eulerian graphs and
circle orbits. It is not known how to generalize g in a meaningful way in order to make it surjective onto the family
of Sabidussi orbits. Still, it is perfectly legitimate to ask which non-circle orbits are pure. We have found only two
primitive pure non-circle orbits. They are defined as the orbits of two Cayley graphs with only white vertices, namely
Z13 = Cayley(Z13,±{1, 3, 4}) and Z17 = Cayley(Z17,±{1, 5}) (see Fig. 10). Using a computer, we found that none
of the 39 bicolored graphs up to isomorphism in the orbit of Z13 has a black anticlique. In the same way, none of the
1069 bicolored graphs up to isomorphism in the orbit of Z17 has a black anticlique. Both orbits are prime, which lend
credibility to Conjecture 18. In our search for primitive orbits, we focused on highly symmetric graphs (circulants
with only white vertices). Were we right to embrace this bias, or did we miss some smaller less “symmetric” primitive
orbit? Is the fact that all known primitive pure orbits are of order 1 mod 4 of any significance? Even more striking,
their order is 5 mod 8 if we exclude the isolated white vertex. Obviously, many open questions remain.
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Fig. 10. The bicolored graph Z17.
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